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The new window system with thermal break KLAR-FERROLINE is
perfectly suitable for renovation of historic buildings and helps
to preserve the appropriate appearance of windows, which can
imitate steel joinery, whilst ensuring very good technical
performance of the construction. The system enables the
fabrication of various types of highly resistant, inward opening
windows (side-hung, hopper, tilt-and-turn windows), outward
opening windows (side-hung and top hung windows) and fixed
windows of an excellent water resistance, air tightness, and
sound insulation performance.
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Window – cross-section KLAR-Ferroline

5 7/16"
Window – Transom & Operable Window- KLAR-Ferroline

Energy efficiency (Uw)

Thickness

• frame: 77mm-110mm
• leaf: 86mm-93.5mm

Sound-proofing (Rw)

• from 0.26
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FEATURES
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- Classical appearance
- Several types of profile
appearance are offered.
- Renovation frames available
within the system enable for
installation of new constructions
without having to disassemble the
old frames, and there is no risk of
damage to the surrounding wall.
- The system meets all the
requirements relating to energy
saving and environmental
protection
- KLAR-86-based technical
solutions ensure an excellent
thermal protection of the
construction, profiles come in two
versions with different thermal
insulation performance: ST and SI
- High resistance to water & air
infiltration
- Wide range of glazing up to 61.5
mm.
- Maximum allowable dimensions
depend on the applied hardware.
- Application of the typical euro
grooves enable the installation of
most of the available fittings
offered by major companies
- Drainage of profiles may be
either concealed or it may come
with a decorative cap.
- Multitude of finish options
- Dual color options
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KLAR Studio was established with the sole mission to provide fully customizable, and
energy efficient windows. We are a dedicated team of professionals located on the
Gold Coast of Connecticut. Visit us and explore KLAR's unique combination of
European innovation, efficiency, engineering and cutting-edge design. All of our
windows, doors and accesory products are built with uncompromising precision and
are fully guaranteed to last. Employing state-of-the-art production techinques and
materials, including aluminum, steel, and wood, we offer an infinite amount of options,
sizes, and glazings that are suitable for both modern and traditional applications.
Our customers range from homeowners, architects, designers, construction firms,
developers and private institutions. We work with our clients individually to ensure
the ultimate in quality, customer satisfaction and proper installation for all projects.
We invite you to discover KLAR Studiolwindows+doors and how we can add value and
transform your project.
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